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By Julia Torres

An Open Letter 
to Strathmore 

Drive



Oh Strathmore,

Where do I begin?

Firstly, I must thank you. You have graciously humbled me into 

becoming a better driver.

Your perilous parking situation, to put it mildly, allows me to squeeze 

into formerly undrivable spaces with ease. The laws of the natural 

world truly do not apply to you.

You transcend all asphalt-paved norms.
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I look at the distance between two poorly parked cars, often a 3-foot 

gap at best, and never think twice. I have complete faith that I will 

be able to drive through it at unprecedented speeds, completely 

unbothered, as Silk Sonic blasts through my sound system.

Atoms will rearrange themselves if need be. No one interrupts Bruno.

 

Your blind, sensual curves force me to use my sixth sense: will there 

be a stumbling sorority girl or Duffl delivery person bursting out of 

the shadows?

The answer is usually no. Usually.

I cherish how you always keep me on my toes. 

While navigating your mountainous terrain, I regularly find myself 

leaning back at a near 90 degree angle. Although slightly afraid that 

my car will stall and mercilessly tumble backwards into The Abyss 

(also known as Levering Avenue), I trust that the cars around me are 

able to maneuver their way up you. I am tightly gripping my steering 

wheel in comfort, not in fear. I promise. 

Driving through you at night is an especially breathtaking experience 

unlike any other. 

Thirsty Thursdays often attract aggressive Uber drivers to you; when 

they rush past stop signs with no regard for human life, I am forced 

to simulate action scenes from The Fast and the Furious: Tokyo Drift 

with ease.
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They really should have cast me.

And now, to speak of the ambiance that haughty pedestrians create! 

I aspire to have the confidence that these strikingly indifferent 

students have as they cross the street when it is clearly not their right 

of way. Their lack of emotional control, which often manifests itself 

in flipping off cars or looking at drivers as though they are crazy to 

be following proper traffic laws, is something that I hope to someday 

channel within myself in all aspects of life.

 

Even in the short amount of time that I spend within your vicinity, 

dear Strathmore, I emerge as a better driver, pedestrian, and global 

citizen.

Sincerely, 

A Future Monaco Grand Prix Champion

“
“

To speak of the 
ambiance that 
haughty pedestrians 
create!
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By David Egan
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God Save 
the

Slackliner
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Schwartz, an acrobat since youth, outlined his plan: to walk above 

ground level, from Kerckhoff Hall across Bruin Walk and the Tongva 

steps, to the Fowler Museum—a fifth of a mile–balanced only on the 

one-inch width of his slackline. “One inch is all I need,” he assured 

me. But with 322 meters to cross, it would take six jerry-rigged 

50-meter longlines to go the distance. Schwartz leaned on the trunk.

“My pinus canariensis” he said, slapping the tree. “Canary island 

pine. The requirements to slackline are threefold: you need a line, 

two pines, and extraordinary mental fortitude.”

Mental fortitude, I jotted in my notebook, when suddenly I noticed 

a young man behind us on Bruin Walk, holding an iPhone 8, filming 

Schwartz attach the line. He was, I learned, the cameraman of this 

operation: a stout Parisian filmmaker, a boy of no more than fourteen 

who went by Luis Dupont and seemed to know more than he let 

on. He communicated primarily in grunts and cast sideways glances 

in my direction. I had to know more. Who was this young auteur? I 

pressed my source.

“What do you mean ‘Why do I hang out with a French adolescent

I   have an addictive personality," said fourth-year philosophy 

student James Schwartz, attaching his webbing to a tree by 

Kerckhoff Hall. “I’m obsessive in just about everything I do. I 

work too hard. I love too hard. And I slackline. Above all–rain or 

shine–I slackline.”

“



and why does he keep looking at you like that,” Schwartz said. “He’s 

not looking at you like anything. He’s fucking Luis Dupont. Best 

slackline cinematographer in the city.”

Schwartz said he likes having Dupont around, this quiet European 

with a wispy mustache, this tertiary character from a Wes Anderson 

film. He said he’s purchasing Dupont a little purple hat and is 

currently weighing the ethics of putting him onto cigarettes. When 

Schwartz finished attaching his slack to the tree I seem to remember 

Dupont winking at me with the fraternal charm of a bistro’s garçon.

Walking the distance he would soon cross by slackline, Schwartz led 

the way to the Fowler. Dupont, establishing the shot, tripped over 

four people and a labradoodle. He did not apologize. As Schwartz 

carried those 350 meters of webbing, walking that fated length, I 

asked if he had any nerves. No, Schwartz said. He literally slacklines 

in his sleep.

“My roommates have found me walking the slackline attached to 

our fridge and a closet door handle, successfully, all while sleeping,” 

Schwartz said. “They found Luis there too, somehow, camera in 

hand, also asleep. We are no novices. If anyone’s built for this feat it’s 

me.”

Schwartz said he has something of a feat fetish—a devotion to 

achievement, an insatiable desire to accomplish great things. Plus the 

fans keep him going, he said. As we neared the Fowler, Schwartz
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gestured to the students strewn about the grass, lying in hammocks, 

loafing collegiately, sitting in the sun on this Friday afternoon, and he 

said, “I hope you know they’re here to see me. All of them. They’re 

here to watch me slackline.” 

After pulling it taut, attaching the line to a pinus radiata, confirming 

Dupont was rolling and, curiously, making a hasty sign of the cross, 

slackline he did.

Schwartz made his way; I walked with Dupont, who crouched along 

filming. Schwartz walked with elegance and poise. His face displayed 

a concentration the likes of which I’d never seen. He was slacklining, 

sure enough—a gliding figure in Friday’s waning daylight.

Until he fell. A teetering, arm-flailing mishap.

“Who are you?” asked the girl into whose hammock Schwartz 

toppled.

“I’m Jim Schwartz,” he said. “Slackliner.”

The girl yawned. “That’s cute,” she said. “Now please get out of my 

hammock.” Rolling back over, she forgot about Jim.

And when Schwartz walked off, it was just him and Luis. Perhaps, 

Schwartz wondered, dragging his slackline along a road to nowhere, 

that’s all it ever had been.

11



French 
Fight 

Cigarette 
Reform
By  Christopher Collins
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The story was always French. It was only ever a matter of just 

how French it would be.

Cigarettes. Long, slender, sleek—much like a Frenchman or an er-

mine. They weren’t the start of our story, but I think by the end you’ll 

agree, they were always the heart beating this gnarled wordy epitaph 

into hypertension.

Two weeks ago, I was nothing more than a man with a task: get the 

insider scoop of a Frenchman’s life at UCLA. I was given nothing 

more than the white of my teeth, pay and a half, a room at the Luskin 

Center, per diem, and a translator in case things got hairy.

Now, two weeks ago seems like three.

Jean-Paul is a Frenchman. It wasn’t immediately apparent to me, but 

it became apparent as he spoke English with an accent that could 

only be described as “French.” Pressing my nose to his grindstone, I 

labored without rest, twisting the rag of Jean-Paul, getting every drop 

I could to land on the maiden page. 

Things were going Frenchly, until something happened. 

Jean-Paul smoked. I saw him do it. I don’t mean smoked Juuls like 

what you or I would recognize as the behavior of a regular person. 

No. I mean Jean-Paul smoked cigarettes.
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I tried telling him that he would die. I was emphatic and repeated 

everything slowly so he’d understand. The thought of hairiness even 

made me have Jimmy, French 2, our translator to the stars, step in. 

But upon being challenged in his mother tongue, Jean-Paul put up a 

fight that could only make me hear the sweet cannonfire of American 

Revolution and see Betsy Ross’s comely patriotism. 

It became clear that to Jean-Paul cigarettes were as much a part of 

his culture as freedom and vaping were to ours. This, dear reader, is 

where the strife sets in.

I’m sure you too have noticed the plethora of signs dispersed all 

throughout campus which read in Angleterre: “No smoking.” It even 

goes so far as to depict a little cigarette and is so cheeky as to have a 

circle with a line running right through the middle of that cigarette 

not quite unlike a guillotine. As of now, I’m sure the issue has 

become blindingly apparent to you, my NJHS audience.

UCLA claims to be a campus of inclusion. How could this be true 

and yet at the same time, I could stand there and watch as this 

cultural erasure took place right before my eyes? “No smoking on 

campus.” Practically the same as saying, “No Jean-Paul on campus.”

Not okay. Not on my watch. Thankfully, I, a non-French passing 

individual, still had some sway in this unjustly lawful place. I and a 

great deal more non-French passing individuals who have the “des 

balles” as Jean-Paul and his merry band of Frenchmen would say.

14
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Without sparing a second, we, the people, rushed to the doors of 

discourse and slammed on the accelerator that is student activism. 

We Would Not Take This. We would not let Jean-Paul take this. If he 

suffered Frenchly, then we too, Frenchly, would bear his, their, cross. 

It didn’t take long before we had the numbers of a homegrown 

militia, all twenty-two tall, knocking at the front door of Royce, 

waiting for the hammer to fall. After having the single 21 year old 

member of our group uncomfortably purchase us and Jean-Paul a 

pack of cigarettes, we all took out a long white freedom stick and 

smoked it right there where everyone could see us. No, no actually 

not where everyone could see us, but where we forced them to stare 

into the red burning eyes of their own bigoted hypocrisy. 

Jean-Paul was so moved that he didn’t cry. He went—with all of us 

there supporting him, changing the cultural landscape that hopefully, 

one day, he too could colonize—to bravely smoke a cigarette. And 

smoke he did.

It wasn’t long after that campus police shot and killed Jean-Paul. 

Another Frenchman senselessly lost to smoking. 

The French have a saying, “If you want a revolution, you must first 

have an American.” 

We Americans have a saying of our own: “You can’t have a revolution 

without breaking a few oeufs.” 
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A

Dear 
Student 

Body
By Anu Shivakumar

“

“

.............
Keep it Poppin, UCLA
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Dear student body,

My name is Joseph King. As a decorated alumnus of UCLA’s College 

of Letters and Numbers (’69), I’ve spent quite some time walking 

these red brick halls, broken sidewalks, and nearly perpendicular 

staircases—just like you. I’ve paid my dues waiting in line at The 

Study, getting kicked out of Powell study rooms, and explaining 

to LAPD why that’s the fifth noise complaint in two days. I’m in a 

reflective mood, after all these years, and I’d like to share some of 

the wisdom I collected over the course of my college experience, 

in hopes that it inspires the next generation of students to be the 

Baddest Bruins they can be.
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Let me guess… you can’t cook and you missed Feast’s closing time 

by 8 minutes. You’re in luck. A single vodka shot carries up to 100 

calories. Forget about the 30-minute wait for a noodle bowl and open 

up your Poppin app to see what’s happening on Roebling later. Invite 

everyone on your floor and make sure they peer pressure you at the 

drinks table, because it’s bulking season. Trust me when I say that a 

few dozen splashes of Trader Joe’s Vodka of The Gods on an empty 

stomach creates a condition that really, truly… is of the gods.

BFit was too crowded this morning so you didn’t hit the gym? 6 

minutes moshing to Sheck Wes at that one rooftop on Landfair will 

tone your calves better than Chloe Ting’s entire channel. There’s 

no excuse for falling short of your fitness goals when there’s a mob 

around every corner. You’ve got to take advantage of the wealth 

of resources offered in Westwood, although my well-intentioned 

efforts to install a disco ball in Wooden may have ended in thorough 

questioning and a minor suspension. Shoutout to the 4 MechE 

students I hired who took the fall on that one.

Having trouble focusing on school? Your C- in Econ 41 just won’t fix 

itself? In the face of adversity, a lone voice remains. 

It’s Tyga, through the JBL on the pong table at your local Poppin 

party of the quarter. What you need is a “Play hard, play hard” 

balance to cure your personal economic downturn. If you don't 

think about it, parties are just extreme networking events. Tell the 

professor you can’t make the midterm but you’ll see if you can slide 

them an invite. It’s time to get a Taste of what life is all about.
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I remember my days apartment-hunting on the cramped yet beautiful 

streets of Westwood, negotiating with picky roommates and stingy 

property managers trying to charge me a grand for a shoebox. A week 

before school starts and you still haven't found a place to live? This 

is where it helps to build your knowledge base; hit every event in the 

vicinity and when the landlord comes up to crash it, ask them about 

the rent application. You'll catch them by surprise and they just 

might take you seriously enough to give you a good price.

Being a “broke college student” is hilariously #relatable until things 

get real… $4.50 and a Snickers bar left to get you through the rest of 

the week? You’ll need an entrepreneurial solution. Swipe yourself 

some De Neve Late Night as you find your late night destination 

on Poppin, and go sell those chicken tendies for $5 apiece. There’s 

nothing a college student tripping down Gayley, hoping to beat In-

N-Out’s closing time, wants more than overpriced carbs and a smile. 

Who knows: maybe you’ll even make enough to Duffl yourself a bag 

of chips for breakfast the next day.

So I hope you're catching my drift. People think UCLA's all about the 

academic resources, creative outlets, professional guidance, state-

of-the-art facilities, and blah blah blah. But it's about getting lit and 

staying lit—because the only grind you should be grinding is on the 

dance floor. Good luck out there.

Love,

Joe King



Top 4 UCLA 
Bathrooms

By Larry Chen
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D ear Mr News,

I am a new student at UCLA with a sensitive stomach. Because 

of my proclivity to poop, I find myself frequenting the lavatorial 

establishments of my destinations. Can you make me a guide 

showing off the best spots around campus for my next emergency 

discharge?

Sincerely,

Mr. Brownout

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hello Mr. Brownout, 

Fear not! As a “Leaky Larry,” I am quite familiar with the various 

restrooms around campus. The following are my Top 4 Favorite 

Bathrooms on Campus, ranked on unique features, excursion variety, 

and wonder factor.

#4: Next to Haines A28

 For those looking to take a #2, this porcelain palace offers 

nothing out of the ordinary. However, my fellow “Tinkle Tonys” will 

find an exclusive experience waiting for them—“The Standoff.” Two 

rows of urinals, split by a thin walkway of slick tiles. The porcelain 

soldiers stand at attention, staring each other down, their bottom 

lips nearly touching. Aspiring bathroom-goers must balance their way 

through “The Standoff” to reach their urinal of choice. A pair of two 
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will find themselves so close together, that they can lean back-to-

back while relieving themselves. If one (or both) individuals are 

wearing a backpack, both leak-takers will have the added sensation of 

riding horseback, as they are forced to straddle the urinal basins.

#3: The Boelter Hall Collection

 Grime appreciators will no doubt find much to appreciate in 

the bathrooms of Boelter Hall. Affectionately known by fans as the 

“Dookie Dungeons,” the state of these washrooms is a byproduct 

of its most frequent users, engineering majors. Having not taken 

showers in weeks, this particular breed of UCLA student will leave 

gunk wherever they go. One of the key features of these bathrooms 

are the door handles. Their unnatural shine comes from the 

accumulation of hand oils from CS majors. Being “too busy” with 

their C++ endeavors to use napkins, they instead wipe their hands on 

the doorknobs. The trail of unbridled filth continues into the stalls. 

Again, under the pretense of being “swamped with work,” these 

students cannot be bothered to aim their streams, coating the toilet 

seats and walls. Then, finished with their handiwork, the engineers 

will scurry home, not to work on projects, but instead to get ready for 

a night of unsuccessfully hitting on girls. The only clean part of these 

bathrooms are the sinks—they appear to be completely unused. 

#2: Ackerman A level, Women’s 

As a “Careful Connor,” I often pass by this bathroom on the way to 

get my covid tests. I have never actually been inside the bathroom. 

However, the one visible part is intensely intriguing—the lounge 

area inside. A couch? And a table? IN A BATHROOM? High-quality 

furniture, let alone a seating area, is an idea completely alien
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from my schema of bathrooms. Though it is not the seating area that 

warrants this bathroom’s high placement on my list, but rather the 

questions that it inspires. What other wonders could be hiding in 

there? Golden faucets? Heated toilet seats? An ice cream machine? 

This air of mystery and intrigue are what bring A level to its well 

deserved #2 spot.

#1: Lower Powell

 Upon first seeing sights like the Pyramids of Giza or the 

Famunda, people are struck with awe, asking themselves how these 

things could possibly have been made by humans. The Great Pee 

Pool in the Lower Powell Men’s Bathroom inspires the same sense of 

wonder in me. Enormously large and in the middle of the walkway, 

the Great Pee Pool should be considered amongst the man-made 

wonders of the world. Equally fascinating as the pool’s size is its 

missing source. There are no leaking toilets or dripping sinks. Are 

people just urinating on the ground? “Curious Carls” may also find 

themselves wondering why there are no wet floor signs. Make sure to 

keep an eye out for those brave and mysterious individuals who walk 

through the pond as if it’s not there.

  I hope this guide serves as a useful starting point for your 

foray into the wonderful world that is bathrooms at UCLA. I am sure 

that as you spend more time at this school, you will find restrooms 

that fit your fancy. For more information and recommendations, 

check out my personal inspiration, @urinalsofucla, on Instagram. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. News
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By Krish Ajmani

Eulogy
To

Chegg

“...... “
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While we continue on the road to graduation, post-pan-

demic, the journey for one of us has already come to 

an end. Not with a bang, but with a whimper. One of 

us will not see the simple, innocent picnics on Janss and the equally 

simple, innocent darties and bouts of day drinking. Friends come and 

go. Girlfriends and boyfriends fall by the wayside. But he was always 

there, faithfully by our side during quarantine. Through our highs and 

our lows, he was with us. Long nights of tough physics homework 

had us questioning every decision we made in our lives towards the 

premed or engineering path, but he was with us. Through incredibly 

difficult exams that had us wondering if it was too late to drop the 

class, he was with us. 



Students, philosophers and dedicated academics alike will deny the 

existence of a god. Yet, he has always been with us, accompanying 

us down Bruinwalk while avoiding Andre. Then into our homes and, 

most importantly, our hearts. 

I remember the first time I met him. I had been racking my brain for 

hours and yet the intentionally burdensome statistics assignment still 

read ‘3/47 problems completed.’ A quick look at the clock showed me 

that there were only 30 minutes left before the assignment closed 

on CCLE (may it rest in peace unless still being used by the most 

decrepit of professors). He appeared beside me, his hand warm and 

comforting on my shoulder. All my worries seemed to dissipate as 

my mind became clear. I clicked through the assignment, almost 

laughing as I filled out the remaining questions. That was the 

beginning of a beautiful relationship, one that brings tears to my eyes 

even to this day.

26
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No longer would I huddle in the trenches, clutching a pendant with 

a picture of my mother for comfort. I could jump out and charge 

toward my enemies with him shielding me in armor to face the 

demons of the statistics department. He shielded me with his holy 

light, making sure I stumbled out of the warzone with barely a scratch 

to write home about. 

As I returned to campus, I feared the relationship we had cultivated 

over the past two years would begin to drift. And drift it did. We were 

once inseparable, but I began to see less and less of him. Months ago, 

while I was in my room taking an unnecessarily difficult chemistry 

midterm, he descended from above in a beam of light. Today, I sit in 

a crowded lecture hall completing an equally unnecessarily difficult 

upper division math final, and I have never been more alone. His 

comforting presence no longer descends from the heavens. There 

are no more beams of light. Only despair and darkness remain. The 

heretics in the room may seem focused on their work but I know 

they wish for him to come and bless us again.

No matter what state of mind I was in or how desperate I was for 

the right answers, he never hesitated to help me. The bell tolls 

for in-person classes. This bell, however, also signals the end of a 

connection once filled with love and compassion. Chegg gave me the 

answers when I needed them most. May he rest under the paywall he 

coveted so much.
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TwoReal: Your
Most Authentic Self

By Jason Lim
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BeReal is the social media platform Gen Z has been waiting for. 

Growing up in humanity’s most internet-connected genera-

tion, we’re constantly bombarded with infuriatingly perfect 

pictures of our perfect friends “living their best lives,” leaving us shiv-

ering in a pockmarked landscape of anxiety and body dysmorphia. 

Thank God BeReal fixed everything for this generation. With only 2 

minutes of notice, we’ll all post our real, unfiltered lives and connect 

online on a deeper level than ever before. In their words, BeReal has 

finally created “an authentic, spontaneous, and candid social net-

work.” Our Utopia.

But that’s not BeReal’s reality. How is my 4.0-in-med-school friend 

clubbing during finals week? Did she just meet Justin Bieber, precisely 

1 minute and 37 seconds after her BeReal notification? And I swear 

my cousin has never posted a BeReal where he isn’t surrounded by at 

least 4 friends. How is he this popular? 

Screw that. My friends don’t have more interesting lives than me, 

they’re just better at faking their BeReals.

That clubbing picture—it's of a phone screen. Okay, two phone 

screens, one in front and one behind. And Justin Bieber is 

photoshopped. Clearly. I figured my cousin’s trick out too. He’ll just 

pay strangers to get in his picture and throw an arm around him. 

That’s why there are so many new faces on his feed. The problem 

with BeReal is that there's too much time to set up scams. What we 

need is an app that forces everyone to be authentic.



And that’s what we got. This week, the company behind viral 

social media application BeReal announced development of a 

new application, TwoReal. “Two minutes was too much time 

to potentially craft the ideal post,” said BeReal’s CEO. The new 

application perfects every aspect of how we interact with social 

media. According to the CEO, “Here at TwoReal, we know everyone 

wants to flex every second of their perfect life to as many people 

as possible. When our market research revealed that it was ‘cringe’ 

to post more than once per day, we knew we needed to act. With 

TwoReal’s 12-post-per-day minimum, it’s not just socially acceptable 

to dodeca-post… it’s mandatory!”

But how does TwoReal work? The key is an unobtrusive head mount 

that holds your phone in position to capture both you and whatever 

exciting thing you’re doing. (TwoReal’s scientists calculated this 

is 2 feet straight out from your forehead). At 12 random moments  

throughout the day, the app alerts you with a loud beep that your 

TwoReal will be taken in 2 seconds. As soon as the shutter snaps, 

your TwoReal is shared with your whole network! It’s authentic social 

media at its finest! (No, there’s no way to delete the pictures).

Bradston, a 21-year-old college student, tested the new app for a day. 

Here’s what he posted:

5:51AM: Rise and shine! Bradston appears to have been shocked 

awake by the notification. He’s squinting at the camera, sprawled on 

stained sheets. A pizza box and more than two socks lie beside him.
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11:13AM: Bradston is still in bed.

2:01PM: Bradston is watching his friends’ TwoReals! There’s Kyle, his 

last 48 posts have just been him playing League in a dark room. Keep 

grinding! And there’s Gene Block back on vacation in the Bahamas. 

Running this school must be such hard work if he needs this many 

breaks. What’s that? It’s Connor, driving Bradston’s dream car to class 

after a weekend in Malibu. Bradston’s fists tighten at his sides and 

jealousy flushes his cheeks. See how much fun and connection this 

app creates!

6:12PM: Bradston is still watching TwoReals. With 12 posts everyday 

from each of his 873 closest friends, there’s just so much authenticity 

to take in.

 

Bradston reported that he went out with his friends and had a great 

night at a crazy party. He was prepared for his TwoReal, ensuring he 

could always strike a photogenic pose. Unfortunately, he never got 

his TwoReal notification. Was it even worth going out? His followers 

will never know that he’s a cool person worthy of their admiration. 

Sorry Bradston, but that’s authenticity.

1:04AM: This must be after the party, Bradston’s on his bed, in the 

dark. He’s watching "Try Not to Cry ! 100 Emotional NBA Moments." 

Again, Bradston? This is the third time this week. The laptop screen 

illuminates the tears streaming down his face.

4:31AM: An irritable Bradston shields his face from the flash with an 

obnoxiously cute teddy bear. Rest up Bradston, you have so many 

exciting posts to make tomorrow.
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Love: 
Just one 

swipe 
away

By  Kayla Gerber
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UCLA’s most questionable guys are on the market. Find out 

how to snatch one for yourself today! Cuffing season’s over 

but it's never too late to find a special someone. Looking for 

someone to hold your hand and walk you down Bruinwalk to class? 

Someone to stroll through the Botanical Gardens with? Tinder is the 

place to be!

This is what your Tinder pictures say about you, written from a 

female’s perspective. Here’s a guide to what you're putting out into 

the world.

1. Photos with ALL your friends—you’re so hot that you just had to 

give everyone else a chance. Are you the guy on the left, middle, or 

right? Or are you the 5’4 dude in the sea of 6’1s? Do we expect you 

all to show up to the date or will we be surprised when only you get 

there?  It’s hard to be sure. 
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2. A blank screen—you’re mysterious and we’re here for it. What 

do you look like? Maybe you’re 6’3 with a charming resemblance to 

Jacob Elordi. Or maybe you’re 45 and looking for women who will 

send you feet pics once a week.  Doesn't even matter. It’s about 

what’s on the inside, am I right? 

3. A picture of you fishing from 2014—you probably grew up in 

Louisiana or somewhere in the deep south. Your apartment “decor” 

consists of a single American flag. You own a red trucker hat and love 

your country deeply. #merica 

4. A gym pic—you don’t have time for anyone else. You’re probably 

unemployed and spent your remaining cash on an LA fitness 

membership. You have a sign in your room that says “I need a room 

full of mirrors so I can be surrounded by winners” by your one and 

only inspo Kanye West.  No pain no gain, am I right?

5. Photos with other women—are you single? Are you cheating on 

your girlfriend? Are you posing with all your female friends that 

rejected you in hopes that the girls on Tinder won’t? Go ahead and 

shoot your shot regardless. 

6. Photos with your mother—your Tinder account is definitely run 

and maintained by your mom. You live in your parents' basement 

and your mom is putting in the effort, praying for the day you move 

out of the goddamn house. 
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7. Photo with the frat bros—your name is Chad or Brad. You make 

your date split the check for dinner. Your Thursdays through Sundays 

are reserved for the boys only. Your first question is always “what 

sorority are you in?” 

8. A photo in front of Royce—you thought it would be fine to use 

your Linkedin profile picture for Tinder. You thought we wouldn’t 

notice. Two for the price of one! Your bio consists of your job history 

and work experiences. You’re hoping you can share it all with a 

special someone. 

9. Photos of you in USC gear—you actually go to USC, but you visit 

Rocco’s every Thursday night to hit on every UCLA girl. You dropped 

$40 on an Uber all the way here to “prove” that your school is 

undoubtedly better. The “enemies to lovers” trope is being activated. 

I hope this comes in handy when you're trying to figure out which 

profiles to swipe right on! Good luck and remember that love is just 

one right swipe away.

“
“

"Your Thursdays through 
Sundays are reserved for 
the boys only."
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Dick
Picaresque

By Jordin Wang
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Give me power to divulge,

O Muse, how dudebros boast their bulge,

What ventures they must take to share

Their rearing members everywhere,

And for what passions in return

They, sliding in DM’s, do yearn.

From Beta Theta Pi on Gayley

Chad B. Branson sallies daily

Hoping for some sweet diversion

(Maybe Asian: Indian, Persian)

To spend a drunken midnight stand with

And share the glory of his… bandwidth.



But on this day, he stays at home

And tries a new app on his phone: 

‘Tis Bumble, where the single shawties

Reach out to their chosen hawties.

Some freshman no doubt would be down 

To sojourn into boner town.

So here he sits, an hour or more,

Perusing booties on the floor

Between a pile of muddy jeans 

And dog-eared Men’s Health magazines.

“She’s got dat ass, but she’s too thin.

This one’s got acne; a Bernie pin?”

Those lefty chicks are pretty wild…”

He adds her to his wank bank file

And as he swipes on all the girls

His member stealthily unfurls…

Yet here! A perfect match! Success!

He boo-yahs, starts to half undress,

And checks the profile picture: Maddy 

Looks like she would want a daddy.

Fishnets, earrings, spiky collar:

This babe would be a total baller.

He snaps a pic of his half-mast

And waits with hope in hand: at last 

He’d break his two-week blueball streak

And get it with a D cup freak.

To be continued…
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EDITION VIII

THE BRUIN REVIEW

The Bruin Review is a diverse organization 
of students aiming to increase discourse on 

campus through two quarterly publications, a 
podcast, and weekly open discussion meetings. 

Check us out at 
bruinreview.com,

@bruinreview, and 
@bruinreviewmemes.

News in Review, the satire 
publication of The Bruin Review, 
presents an eighth edition that 

touches on everything from dating 
apps to public restrooms to the 
irony of modern social media.


